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I Lockoff - Door Spy Opener
Before use, please inquire what kind of
handle is used on the inside of the door.
If rotary handles are used or the handle is
mounted in an upward direction unfortunately even this tool is inefficient.
A mounted door spy can easily be broken
using e.g. a screw driver. Then simply insert the door spy remover. The mobile tip
locks into the grooves on the back of the
door spy. It can then be turned out of its
hole easily. Alternatively the door spy can
also be removed from the outside using the
special pliers for the removal of the door
spy. Be careful though! In case the pliers
slip off, this may cause ugly scratches on
the surface of the door.
However you may solve the problem in a
more elegant way with our Lockoff - Door
Spy Turbo-Assistant. This genius and simple tool removes easily all common door
spies without any damage. Simply fix to
a drilling machine or to a screwdriver and
unscrew the door spy with the necessary
pressure.
Before using the tool, the length of the lever
has to be adjusted. This means it must be
adjusted to the distance between the door
spy and the handle and then securing it
with the included screw driver.
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The distance between the short arm on the
extendable end of the long hexagonal slide
and the axis of the door knob must be set to
6cm. As shown in picture above.
The adjusting of the lever to the appropriate
length is very important. If the arm of the lever that exerts pressure on the handle is too
short, it may slip off before having pushed
down the handle far enough to open the
door. If it is too long it may not be possible
to exert sufficient pressure. If a wrong length
of the lever was chosen, the “Lockoff” can be
pulled out and be easily adjusted anew.
The LOCK OFF is inserted into the door spy
hole short arm first. Then it is fed the rest of
way through until just the first joint in the long
arm is through and the second joint on the
long arm remains on your side of the door.
Sideway view: The angled lever (short arm)
rests on the inward door handle. By turning
the outer lever (remaining part of the long
arm) to the left or right the inner (short) arm
will push down the handle with a “lever”
action.
Note: The outer lever will not turn in full
circles. You must turn/push it approximately
¼ of a full turn (give or take) in the desired
direction.

